Enzymatic mechanism controls redox-mediated protein-DNA interactions at the replication origin of kinetoplast DNA minicircles.
Kinetoplast DNA (kDNA) is the mitochondrial DNA of trypanosomatids. Its major components are several thousand topologically interlocked DNA minicircles. Their replication origins are recognized by universal minicircle sequence-binding protein (UMSBP), a CCHC-type zinc finger protein, which has been implicated with minicircle replication initiation and kDNA segregation. Interactions of UMSBP with origin sequences in vitro have been found to be affected by the protein's redox state. Reduction of UMSBP activates its binding to the origin, whereas UMSBP oxidation impairs this activity. The role of redox in the regulation of UMSBP in vivo was studied here in synchronized cell cultures, monitoring both UMSBP origin binding activity and its redox state, throughout the trypanosomatid cell cycle. These studies indicated that UMSBP activity is regulated in vivo through the cell cycle dependent control of the protein's redox state. The hypothesis that UMSBP's redox state is controlled by an enzymatic mechanism, which mediates its direct reduction and oxidation, was challenged in a multienzyme reaction, reconstituted with pure enzymes of the trypanosomal major redox-regulating pathway. Coupling in vitro of this reaction with a UMSBP origin-binding reaction revealed the regulation of UMSBP activity through the opposing effects of tryparedoxin and tryparedoxin peroxidase. In the course of this reaction, tryparedoxin peroxidase directly oxidizes UMSBP, revealing a novel regulatory mechanism for the activation of an origin-binding protein, based on enzyme-mediated reversible modulation of the protein's redox state. This mode of regulation may represent a regulatory mechanism, functioning as an enzyme-mediated, redox-based biological switch.